Brand Newsrooms
Inspiration Guide
A highly functional and aesthetically impressive newsroom
can make all the diﬀerence to your website, but an online
newsroom is not a one-size-fits-all matter. In this guide
we’re highlighting a few PressPage clients who have truly
succeeded at making their online newsrooms their own,
creating accessible and engaging content, tailored to their
audiences and presented in a style that fits perfectly with
their brands.

Ohio State
University
Higher education

A newsroom needs to be both informative
and easy to navigate. Customize your
readers’ experience with intuitive
categorization.

Fixed navigation
Categories
You can use tags to segment your news by
category. This makes it easier for your
audience to find relevant content.

Your readers can browse categorized content
with ease while links to central pages remain
convenient.

Schiphol Airport
Aviation and aerospace

By using diﬀerent tones and types of
content, you can cater your stories to a
diverse audience who have diﬀerent ways
of consuming information.

Blog
You can customize sections of your newsroom
and create diﬀerent types of content such as
human-interest stories in an informal voice,
allowing readers to engage with your
information in a completely diﬀerent way.

Press Releases / Stories
Use your press releases/news stories to provide
important public information and official
organization updates.

Emirates Group
Aviation and aerospace

Efficient emailing and media contact
systems are a must-have for busy
organizations. With PressPage, you can
make it easy for your stakeholders to find
the resources they need and register to
hear your stories.

Subscription option
This GDPR-compliant media registration
system allows you to build media contact
lists directly connected to your PressPage
email distribution tool.

Content categorization
Get creative and customize the way
you categorize the various resources
available for media stakeholders.

Douglas
Retail

With a sign-in system for your newsroom’s
media library, you can closely control
your content and oﬀer exclusives for your
selected media partners.

Media library sign in
Grant your media partners early access to
exclusive or embargoed content.

WE Fashion
Retail

First impressions matter; your newsroom
can tell the visual story of your brand at a
glance, with layouts that are easy to
manage and customize.

Customize your layout
Make your newsroom a visually pleasing and
socially connected hub with rich, engaging
media.

Sourcewell
Logistics and supply chain

Build a complete vision of your brand by
featuring both in-house and external
media releases.

Video gallery

In the news
This function neatly presents brand news while
also showcasing relevant press coverage.

Categorizing your stories by format as well
allows media stakeholders to browse the news
that’s most relevant to them.

Booking.com
Leisure, travel, and tourism

Segment your audiences and produce
catered content for each and make sure
your visitors get what they’re looking for
– whether that’s travel tips, product
launches, or the latest trends in
sustainable tourism.

(Multi) Media library
Publish and distribute your stories in various
formats (video, audio, image) and increase
engagement with your newsroom.

Mercedes-Benz
Automotive

Be mindful of user experience and create
a newsroom where people can get to
where they want quickly and easily. You
can give it structure by using top
navigation, enabling multiple languages

Language

and adding tags to your articles.

If you have audiences in multiple countries
or regions, it’s a good idea to segment
these audiences and speak to them in their
own language.

VELUX
Construction materials

By using a whitelabel newsroom just for
press contacts, you can focus on building
the media relationship without the
distraction of customer-targeted content.

Whitelabel Newsroom
Hosted at a standalone URL which is separated
from your website, whitelabel newsrooms can
separate your consumer interactions from your
media contact.

My Picture
Retail

Think about the page architecture and
how to present information cohesively.
Having some hierarchy lets you structure
your content and guides your visitors
through the most relevant sections,
pieces or topics.

PR contacts
Include your PR manager or
press officer contact details
and make sure inquiries get to
the right person.

The simple, secure, and
scalable PR platform
Whether your goals are to grow awareness or keep your
stakeholders engaged, PressPage helps you manage your
brand stories, build media relationships, and measure PR
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